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Map of the route of the crusades

The Crusaders were mostly French, and they set off in Constantinople in August 1096. In June 1097, the first meeting between the Crusaders and the Turks took place in Nice. The Crusaders are obsessed with Nicea and held off the Turkish relief army. The Turks hung on for a month, even as
decapitated heads of Turkish corpses were plunging into them. But when byzantine forces arrived, the Turks surrendered. Not the siege of Nicea, but the successful Crusaders, gave the Crusaders a sense of respect to their enemy. Muslim armies had a higher military heritage; they had guides to war and
better equipment - spears, swords, daggers, and bows that could be shot both from long and short range. However, european knights were used to fight yet more forms with lances and swords, and the cavalry spears and swords were primitive. Superior Muslim archery will eventually drive the Crusaders
to create heavier knight armor and crossbow. Advertising dorylauem battle educated crusaders for a Muslim military bite. The battle took place as the army was led by Antioch. While the Crusaders camped at the Dorylaeum, the Turks attacked darts, spears, and arrows shot from long range. As they
attacked their enemy, the Turks screamed, whistled and drummed, which added a sense of confusion and panic to the battle. Most of the Crusaders were foot soldiers - easily cut fire. The knights were harder to kill because of their armor. But the Knights were trained for organized fees with their lances.
So, they did not know how to react to the arrow shower. The Turks were able to stay outside the range, but were finally forced to flee when the Crusaders reinforcements, which were camping a short distance, showed up. The Crusaders continued their march to Antioch. The siege of Antioch, a city
surrounded by walls and towers, lasted about eight months. Many died of starvation and disease. One of the leaders of the crusade finally struck a deal with a disgruntled Turk who allowed armies to climb through the border sections while the city slept. The Crusaders took the city, but they disagreed on
how it should be managed, which slowed down their attempt to reach their final destination: Jerusalem. If the tactics and armaments of the Crusaders were so weak, how did they finally take Jerusalem? Find out on the next page. If you like outdoors, a trip between several national parks is perfect for a
long weekend or holiday. This map plots the best route between nearby national parks, so you spend less time planning and more time exploring. The national park is an excellent variant of the summer holidays. The problem is, parks can be crowded during the season. Read moreYy you probably won't
drive to all 47 national parks featured on the map at once, you can still create your own travel itinerary using its parts. If necessary, You can start in LA, hit Joshua Tree and Death Valley, cut into Kings Canyon, Sequoia, and Yosemite before looping back toward LA via Pinnacles and channel islands. The
only route planning you should do is between Death Valley and Kings Canyon. On the interactive map below, you can see which national parks are close to each other and the roads you can drive to get to each of them. Optimal U.S. National Parks Centennial Road Trip | Randal Olsen Many credit cards
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any of these entities. From a 15,000-foot, $2.5 million house on 123 Highland Drive in the Queen Anne district of Seattle doesn't seem much. The roof is a nondescript gray square; Backyard, a small patch of fuzzy space. It doesn't bother Matt Bell, a 33-year-old sales executive on the market for new
homes. It is focused on the flickering of numbers at the bottom of the web browser two feet in front of it, constantly updated statistics such as average property value, county tax records, local schools, and previous sales prices. Eh, he sighs. That's $538 per square foot, but the neighborhood average is
just $420. Choosing not to leave a comment about the house's open blog, Bell refuses to 123 Highland and zooms back through the city, neighborhood numbers disappearing to keep up with him. Forget Point A to Point B: Web-powered maps move from simple driving directions to richly layered
landscapes of life, breathing information. More than 1,000 new map websites have launched in the past year, with 3 to 4 more debuting every 24 hours. VCs throw money at any of which that promise promise industries such as real estate and local shopping. And people on the map are hungry. In a Pew
Institute study last April, cell phone users named maps as their most preferred feature. (Instant messaging was second.) We're not just talking about better maps: Digital Maps is the web equivalent of Milk Queen Blizzard. They allow users to mix large amounts of previously different data and display them,
but they please, and even add their own images, videos, comments, or other content. Google, Yahoo and Microsoft all see this as huge; they spend millions to add both large replicate satellite photography and street-level images to maps. But all the frantic activity leaves one nagging question: Do these
developers and corporations chart the path to profit? If you want to understand what the world is based on on the internet map, take a look at Europe, where there is a higher speed of adoption of mapping technology. In the United States, for example, commuters get traffic updates from rampant helicopter
pilots shouting over muddled AM radio; it's just a top-down pattern. Many European drivers have a more elegant solution. TomTom, Europe's leading car navigation company, dynamically updates traffic conditions on users' GPS maps, including which roads are congested due to accidents or road works
and even speeding sensors, with the help of its subscribers. In fact, travelers are forming instant communities to collaborate to learn about their environment. In the United States, people are just beginning to catch the power of these communities. Traditionally, in real estate, you need to go to a county
records office or police station, and pairs through dusty file cabinets to get information on that website, such as Redfin.com can display a couple of clicks. We want to organize information geographically, says Redfin CEO Glenn Kelman, so people looking for a home can capture neighborhood gestalt. For
example, a home seeker may ask why a house is more expensive than others in the neighborhood, and the seller can respond by adding information to the map about a recent renovation, even posting before and after photos. Such features keep the average user redfin an impressive 72 minutes per
week. The map is basically center-pornographic, says Kelman. People who hang out for a long time, contributing their knowledge to the local community, as well as developers and advertisers excited about the new opportunities for online search. Maps allow immersive search, says Stephen Lawler, Ceo
of Microsoft MapPoint. You can actually see the real world as you understand it. Microsoft recently debuted a map technology called Virtual Earth, featuring bird's eyes, 3-D photography. Like-minded user groups can add ratings ratings feedback, share custom maps with others. In addition, it tests an
even more ambitious application, built from thousands of street-level photos that allow visitors to maneuver through downtown Seattle and San Francisco. Both map search tools will offer businesses unprecedented targeted advertising. Imagine the retailer will be wooing any customers panning over their
location. Advertising is just one of the options that are discussed in the emerging industry's desperate revenue model. Google, Yahoo and Microsoft are currently subsidising linking growth. It costs Google money to pull up the map, says John Musser, a blogger and software developer. Now everything is
free, but it can not last forever. Targeted advertising may be the answer, but will developers and users accept it? Meanwhile, subscriptions worked in Europe, but were not usually embraced by online users in the United States. I don't think any of us expected how ubiquitous maps would become, admits
Bret Taylor, Google Maps product manager. We launched GeoAds, a map advertising program, this April as the first effort to offset the cost of servicing so many of them. The map is basically centered- it's pornographic, says Glenn Kelman, of real estate startup Redfin.com.Along with questions about
money, there are questions about control. Throughout history, the guy who controls the map has been the boss, says John Metcalf, a former BRO at mapmaker Tele Atlas who is currently a consultant to Silicon Valley VCs. But this raises the prospect of unhappy sponsors and other users because neither
can control what is said about them. Nevertheless, the industry is currently prioritizing more cooperation with its customers. After all, companies can't predict everything people want, and user-generated content gives them more sales. We really encourage users to customize their content and share their
experiences, says Jocelyn Vigreux, President of TomTom USA. It's a sign of a healthy community. We don't need to control everything. Whether user-generated or not, map applications are evolving rapidly from novelty to necessity. You don't just want to find 7-Eleven, says Metcalf, you'd find one that
carries your brand of toothpaste and that is open now. The future is our mapping. Lucas Conley (lconley@fastcompany.com) is a fast company staff writer. Writer.
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